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is to the right, then right again at another
junction nearby. This trail goes for about 2
kilometers over a ridge and down into the
next valley. The trail to the pit turns to the
left at the first field past the ridge, just west
of Tanchopal. The trail leads down a ravine
to the large entrance, and an obscure path
leads between boulders down into the cave.

A steep slope of talus cemented by jungle
leads down 90 meters to the floor of the
chamber. The flat floor at the bottom mea-
sures 28 by 69 meters. At the rear of the
cave is a stone table that is 2 meters long, 1
meter wide, and 1 meter high. It is reported
that it is used ceremonially by the Huas-
tecans on 2 May, Día de Santa Cruz. Above
and behind the table is a 3-meter-long belly
crawl. In the west wall a few meters up the
talus slope there is a 3-meter-long crack that
does not go. There is another opening high
up on the same wall that would be difficult
to reach. Honey is obtained from hives on
the cave walls, hence the locally used name
Colmenas (honeycomb).

The cave was sketched by William
Russell, perhaps in 1969, who used the
name Sótano de las Colmenas. In Decem-
ber 1984, Don Broussard and Melissa Montz
surveyed Colmenas. Another name used by
people outside Tanchopal is Cueva de
Tanchopal.

Sótano de Tanzozob No. 22
Tanzozob
Depth: 45 meters
UTM coordinates: 487288E 2393319N

This pit is located 2.5 kilometers north of
Tanzozob, in a field across the trail from
Cueva de las Colmenas. It occupies most of
a short saddle immediately to the west of a
small clearing. From this clearing, the vil-
lage of Tanchopal is about a five-minute walk
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